Head of Key Donor Partnerships
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Department

Programme Innovation and
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Director of Programme

Salary Band

A

Matrix manager (if
applicable)

Click here to enter text.

Competency level

4

Innovation & Funding

Role definition

Role purpose
Helping women be effective entrepreneurs, supporting small-scale farmers, enabling
communities to work for climate justice, securing policy and political change at local, national
and international levels. This is the sort of work this role seeks funding to support.
This is an exciting and senior role as Christian Aid seeks to increase its income from major
donors, trusts, foundations and the private sector. This post holder leads the effective and
efficient deployment of staff resources within the Key Donor Partnership Management
resource hub to maximise Christian Aid’s income from these key audiences in the context of
our values and overall strategy. As part of the Programme Innovation and Funding (PIF) senior
leadership team, this role works collectively and jointly with the Heads of the other two PIF
resource teams to develop and implement a strategic and coordinated approach to successful
programme development and income generation in support of Christian Aid’s new global
strategy. We are seeking to increase our income from these partnerships from the current
level of around £5m a year. We are currently evaluating a particular innovation fund (called In
Their Lifetime – ITL) to determine the next iteration. This has raised £9m over the last ten
years.
Key outcomes



This postholder is responsible for:
Setting and supporting the team in achieving ambitious targets on income generation by
encouraging collaborative and systematic working across the organisation.
A strategic approach to donor engagement and relationship building, delivered through
effective internal systems to ensure that Christian Aid is able to maximise income by
matching the right offer with prospective donors.
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Ensuring that donor relationships across this hub are developed and managed well to
deliver an exceptional donor experience to support a range of appropriate opportunities
for donors to sustain and grow the work of Christian Aid.
The development of new mechanisms and products that work across and between
different PIF donor groups that realise new funding opportunities, including the effective
management of the ITL Development Board and key relationships with individual
members.
Assessing and monitoring the ROI of our donor relationships and ensuring appropriate
investment is allocated.
Supporting managers to get the best out of the team and to develop and grow the skills of
staff.
Supporting a global approach to engagement and income generation from these key
audiences and the effective use of Directorate and other senior colleagues across the
Global Partnership in support of it.
Working in collaboration with the PIF leadership to:
o Support relationships with key institutional donors and senior officials to enable
Christian Aid to influence development aid policy and practice.
o Set and deliver appropriate and stretching annual income targets for this hub and
for the rest of PIF.
o Provide strong and strategic leadership across PIF.

Role agility
Expected travel per
annum

Up to 20 days

On call/unsocial hours
Yes, in event of Christian
Aid response to
humanitarian emergency.

Surge capacity for emergency responses No
In order to respond to ever changing demands within the environment, Christian Aid operates
within an agile framework (both in workforce and operational) that requires from all employees,
a high level of responsiveness and adaptiveness to processes and structures making flexibility
and a project based working approach the norm. To sustain this system, managers may/will
agree further details of specific tasks and duties as part of the performance agreement. Any
reasonable duty may be assigned that is consistent with the nature of the job and its level of
responsibility, and employees may be required to change the focus of their role from time to
time.
Role context

The Programme Innovation & Funding (PIF) Department is responsible for the large-scale
restricted income generation across Christian Aid from donors that require a significant
and detailed engagement in our programming. Whether it be creating bids for complex
service delivery contracts or the co-creation with an investor or philanthropist, this
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department brings together donor engagement and relationship building, donor influencing
and high-quality programme design, and delivery support, working alongside our
colleagues around the world. This way we can deliver a quality service that supports the
design, development, implementation and funding of innovative programmes with lasting
transformational change for people living in poverty. In so doing, PIF strives to
significantly increase the diversity, scale and flexibility of funding available for Christian
Aid’s work, providing an exceptional experience for our donors across all funding areas
managed by PIF, inspiring and motivating their commitment to partner with Christian Aid.
PIF is currently responsible for raising in excess of £48m of Christian Aid’s annual income.
PIF is a global team with approximately 60 staff and a range of skills and expertise to
support a quality “end to end” programme design and donor support service across
Christian Aid’s entire restricted funding portfolio. Staff are based in various locations
across our UK regions and nations and country programme offices. Within PIF, staff are
organised in the three following resource teams:
 Key Donor Partnerships
 Programme Strategy & Innovation
 Programme Development & Technical Support
Deployment of resources across PIF are managed through a joint leadership model
between the three heads which promotes a highly collaborative approach to collective
decision making on the effective allocation of the Group’s staff and budget resources.
This role leads one of these three teams and is a member of the PIF senior leadership
team. This role also works collaboratively with managers in the Supporter and Community
Partnerships Department (SPD) particularly to ensure integration with brand messaging
and the wider supporter engagement strategy as well as a matrix relationship with staff in
SPD who are supporting Major Donors across the UK.
Based in London, this exciting role leads a team of sixteen staff members in the Key
Donor Partnerships resource team. The post holder is responsible for ensuring the
systems and approaches are in place so that Christian Aid provides a quality experience
to donors, that we invest our resources in the right places and get a suitable return on that
investment.
Working across PIF and with other teams, this role ensures that PIF maximises the
coordination and deployment of all its resources to successfully achieve shared income
targets. There is much space to think creatively about different options and products for
instance, we are reviewing our “In Their Lifetime” programme after ten successful years
which raised £9m and re-developing our principle and major gifts programme.

Role requirements
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Relationships
External Strong liaison with high level donors from across the different segments, in support of

work done by officers in the team. Representing Christian Aid at meetings with key donors.
Strong work with supporters and donors in development roles through programmes such as
ITL and its follow up.
Internal Collaborative approach with senior managers across Christian Aid including heads of

divisions, country managers and staff and senior managers in Global Partnership entities to
ensure a systematic and effective income generation mechanism. Strong support for Directors
and the CEO in enabling them to fulfil their function in supporting income generation. Works
closely with colleagues in the International Department, Supporter Partnerships (a matrix
relationship over Major donor support) and Policy and Public Affairs to ensure development of
coherent, impactful and innovative programme funding propositions.
Decision making
Budgetary/savings responsibility Budget spend approx. £1m ; income target £8m

Directly responsible for the effective deployment of staff in the Key Donor Relationship
Management resource hub in support of Christian Aid’s greater ambition to increase income
from these target audiences. Taking collective leadership responsibility with other resource
hub heads for ensuring coherence and coordination across the effective deployment of all PIF
staffing and budget resources. As a member the senior leadership team, the role shares in the
planning, development, leadership and managerial work across all of PIF.
Analytical skills

This role involves highly complex work, analysing and balancing a number of different factors
that have implications for the postholder’s immediate area of work, the wider work of PIF and
the wider work of Christian Aid globally. This role needs to ensure effective systems are in
place, that resources are allocated effectively and to assess return on investment levels. The
postholder is expected to understand and take account of the wider and longer-term
consequences of his/her own ideas and the ideas of others in order to ensure they take high
quality decisions that maximise the allocation and mobilisation of PIF’s budget and staffing
resources. Significant creativity is needed in being able to develop relationships with those
making significant financial donations to CA to engage, strengthen, deepen and inspire their
desire to collaborate with and donate to CA. Analysis and decision making is a key function of
the role and this will often be with those operating at the highest levels of individual donations.
Developing self and others
Number of Direct reports 6

Overall people management responsibility 16

The post holder has direct responsibility for developing, coaching and motivating the
managers and indirectly, all staff across the Key Donor Relationship Management team and
contributes to the development of staffing capacity across the whole of PIF. There are matrix
relationships to the Major Donor staff in SPD. The postholder is responsible for monitoring
performance, assessment of targets and systems and the development of effective plans in
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the delivery of major projects, ensuring these conform to best practice methodologies and
approaches.
Role related checks
Child protection clearance Not required Counter terrorism screening Required

Person specification
Applied skills/knowledge and expertise
Essential











Significant experience of developing and managing key donor partnerships at a senior
level, with high net worth philanthropists, major foundations, private sector and some
institutional donors
Proven track record of developing and implementing effective fundraising strategies
including those that involve innovative product development and approaches.
A systematic and “big picture” perspective on donor engagement and income
generation with an ability to see what needs fixing within complex approaches.
Experience of implementing best practice on donor management; a thorough
knowledge of the legal regulations guiding fundraising policy and practice with private
individuals and experience of due diligence processes.
Solid senior fundraising experience with a proven track record of securing six figure
donations from individuals, trusts and foundations.
Significant experience of working in a complex organisation and influencing at senior
management level.
Senior experience in people management and ability to manage remote relationships
of a direct and matrix nature.
Proven track record and ability to engage and influence at senior levels in the donor
community.
Understanding of, and sympathy with, working with a Christian audience and an
awareness of the importance of these values in the motivations of donors.

Desirable






A relevant postgraduate degree or qualification in development or a related management
discipline
Some knowledge of programme delivery or international development programming
A practising Christian
Languages (Spanish, Portuguese).

Digital/IT competencies required
Word, Excel, PowerPoint

Intermediate

Web content design &
development

Basic

Internet based collaboration
tools and video calling

Intermediate

Social Media

Basic
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Data Visualisation

Intermediate
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